Dual amplification strategy for improved efficiency of forensic DNA analysis using NGM Detect™, NGM™ or Globalfiler™ kits.
The new generation of STR amplification kits with improved sensitivity and additional genetic markers is designed particularly for analyzing difficult traces with a high DNA degradation index, presence of inhibitors and low level of DNA. In the new NGM Detect™ kit, modifications including changing the primers' sequences and shortening of STR markers are introduced. The quality control system (IQCS, IQCL) used to detect DNA degradation and the presence of inhibitors in the sample is an additional feature. The purpose of this study was to compare the results of analysis of different kinds of typical casework samples obtained using NGM™ or GlobalFiler™ kits with those generated using the new NGM Detect™ kit. The results indicate that the tested kit is particularly useful for the analysis of challenging samples for which incomplete profiles are generated with the NGM™ or GlobalFiler™ kits. The increased number of positively typed alleles gives better statistical parameters in genetic identification cases. We conclude that the NGM Detect™ kit can be recommended for the double amplification protocol together with the NGM or GlobalFiler™ kits.